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The Grand Poohbah Announces The Fifth Anniversary Edition of Wine Master
for Palm Powered Mobile Devices at PalmSource Developer Seminar.

Wine Master brings the next level of fun-to-use flexibility to wine enthusiasts

PalmSource Developer Seminar, San Mateo, Calif., May 6, 2003 - The Grand Poohbah of
Poohbah Industries today announced the Fifth Anniversary Edition of Wine Master for Palm
Powered™ handhelds and smartphones. Wine Master is the portable solution for wine collectors
and enthusiasts worldwide. Since its first release in February of 1998, Wine Master has been
refined and improved to meet the needs of wine collectors and enthusiasts in 45 countries.
Wine Master helps them manage their wine collection, select wines, and keep detailed tasting
notes. The Fifth Anniversary Edition represents the next great evolution of this popular
software.

Users can now display wines by vintage, quantity, hold date, or rating with a single tap. With a
second tap they can display wines that they need to get or wines that they already have or
both. This edition also supports the Sony CLIÉ Jog Dial for navigation. And, thanks to the
faster processor speeds of the new Palm OS™ 5.0 devices, users can store, search, and retrieve
thousands of wines quicker and easier than ever before.

Users enjoy the portability of Wine Master. They can take it shopping to help find their favorite
wines and use it in restaurants to aid their wine selection. To help users in their wine
selections, over 10,000 wine reviews are available for free download from the Poohbah web
site. Wine Master users can also share their favorite wines by simply beaming them to each
other.

"The easy to use interface and functionality of Palm OS Powered devices make Wine Master a
practical and fun application for wine enthusiasts worldwide. Choosing a sophisticated wine in
a nice restaurant has become an enhanced experience," said Larry Berkin, director of developer
marketing for PalmSource, Inc.

The Grand Poohbah develops and publishes Wine Master, Cigar Master, Beer Master, and Whisky
Master. The products are available from the Poohbah web site at www.poohbah.com.

PalmSource and Palm OS are registered trademarks and Palm Powered is a trademark of PalmSource, Inc., a
subsidiary of Palm, Inc. Wine Master, Beer Master, Cigar Master, Whisky Master, and The Grand Poohbah are
trademarks of Poohbah Industries.


